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Rus in Urbe
Competition for a Double Villa
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Alexander ‘Greek’ Thomson’s oeuvre includes
suburban villas and urban tenements, churches and
commercial buildings. The insertion of a pair of
villas - a potentially suburban type - into a constrained
island site in the city therefore presents something of
a typological dilemma. It seemed that in translating
Thomson onto this site a solution might lie in looking
to his churches for inspiration. These buildings
present a massy composition of elements to the
city, often raised on an acropolis-like plinth. As one
approaches and navigates around the churches, the
elements making up the elevational composition
separate and become visible as individual entities: as
parts contributing to the whole.
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Site plan 1/1500

It seemed to us that the site - an island surrounded
by the strong forms of tenements following the
perimeters of their city blocks - needed a strong
urban response: something other than two villas in
open gardens. Thus the wall proposed around the
site has, perhaps, something of the character of
Thomson’s church plinths, presenting a robust edge
to the street, and protecting the gardens within. The
perimeter wall gathers the two houses on the site into
one assemblage, and seen from afar, the buildings
are assembled into a single composition of plinth,
pediments and roofs. Thomson’s double villa is
one house divided into two; our proposal is for two
houses that appear as one.

The proposal is a composition of Thomsonian devices
such as the assemblage of volumes atop a plinth,
corner rotundas, large planes of sheer masonry deep
openings, and oblique surfaces.
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Ground floor plan 1/200

First floor plan 1/200
View through one
villa’s portico towards
it’s sibling’s portico.
The mute exterior
colouring is contrasted
on the interior with rich
Grecian colours.

Thomson’s buildings are often at their most
impressive when viewed obliquely; their repetition
foreshortened and their relief at its most striking.
Our proposal’s composition presents oblique
surfaces and porticoes from every angle.
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The houses might be seen as siblings. One slightly
larger and one slightly smaller, they share a common
parti with sleeping accommodation on the ground
floor, sheltering behind the massive rammedconcrete walls and looking into secluded courts and
gardens, and living accommodation on the piano
nobile, taking advantage of long views up and down
the streets and across the city (and to their family
of nearby ‘Thomsons’). The houses face each other
across a narrow mews. They are rotated in plan,
so their entrance and living spaces have different
relationships with the mews. The pediments, porticos
and entrance loggias of the two houses create an
assemblage of these elements that is not dissimilar
to the slightly loose arrangement of buildings on
the Acropolis, an allusion that Alexander Thomson
might have enjoyed.
The Ionic entrance loggias are free-standing
buildings, and give onto the entrance vestibules, and
also allow the only glimpse from the mews into the
gardens beyond. The gardens at the north end of
the site slope up the boundary wall to create a species
of Ha-Ha. At each corner of the site is a rotunda
that acts as either summer-house or garden storage,
and which rhymes with the rounded corners of the
surrounding tenements as well as echoing the singlestorey circular end to Thomson’s Nithsdale Road
tenement to the south.

Detailed elevation

Course rammed concrete, fine precast
concrete, red sandstone.

The proposed pediments join those
of Moray Place in the skyline of the
neighbourhood.

Thomson’s Chalmers Memorial Free
Church presents two differently sized
pediements to the street, like siblings.

The corner rotundas echo those of Thomson, particularly that of his Nithsdale
Road tenement.

The architectural language of the proposals seeks
to translate Thomson’s own Greek revival only in as
much as the classical language may adapt to changing
economic, tectonic and geographical contexts.
Mass and monumentalism seem to us to be more
important than the direct continuity of the use of
stone. Concrete is relatively scale-less in comparison
to, say, brick, which seems too tiny a module unless
used at an enormous scale. Aggregates set in cement
also offer a plethora of finishes and textures ranging
from the very course which we propose for the main
wall planes, to the very fine, with which we pick out
detailed mouldings.
The heaped volumes of St Vincent Street and Caledonia Road churches
surmounting their plinths.
Images from Stamp, Gavin, Alexander ‘Greek’ Thomson, Laurence King
in association with Glasgow 1999 Festival Company Ltd, London, 1999

South villa, North elevation, 1/500
North-South section, 1/500

